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This is the story of 14 year old Ryan Thompson. Ryan is a very hot looking 14 year old.
He has piercing blue eyes and tousled blond hair. His 5’7” body is lean and muscular.
Ryan has known that he is gay since he was 12. Other than some intense jack off sessions
with friends, Ryan has no sexual experience. He has a powerful sex drive. Ryan has an
intense need to seed 3 or 4 times a day. His penis is hard all the time if he does not
masturbate that often.
Ryan’s Dad and Mom split last year and his Dad moved across country. His mom is
nurse manager of a cardiac surgery unit in a university hospital. Ryan wants to go to
summer camp this year, but his Mom told him that he has to earn the money. Ryan has
developed a thriving lawn care business. It is Saturday morning and he is walking down
the street with his mower to his third lawn of the morning. He sees a shaggy looking
yard and knows that someone has just moved into the house. In this neighborhood it is
probably one of the Resident Doctors at the medical center. He decides to knock and see
if he can pick up a new customer.
The day is already hot and Ryan is only wearing a pair of basket ball shorts. His face and
chest are dripping with perspiration. A young guy in his late 20’s answers the door in
shorts and a t-shirt. Ryan thinks his is hot. His eyes immediately spot that the guy is at
least half hard. Ryan is in lust…
As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.
This story is a total fantasy. All of the characters are over 18. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me.
Your encouragement, ideas, fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas
are always welcome at mack1137@gmail.com.
Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or
would like to share your thoughts and ideas on erotic story telling in a more public forum, please visit
http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com .
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Ryan Wants a Man – Chapter 1
Ryan quickly introduces himself and he finds out that the new owner’s name is Alex. He
is a new Resident at the hospital. Ryan tells Alex that he is trying to earn money for
summer camp and wonders if he can mow Alex’s yard.
That would be great Ryan, Alex tells him. It really needs it and I don’t have a lawn
mower.
They agree on a price and Ryan fires up his lawn mower. Alex watches the boy for a few
minutes standing on the front porch. Alex cannot understand what is going on but he is
getting hard looking at this beautiful kid. Alex has had bisexual experiences but he has
never been attracted to a boy. Alex goes in the house and continues to watch the boy
from his upstairs bedroom. The bed room has old shutters and the lower half of the
shutters are closed so Alex can watch Ryan with out being seen.
Ryan has to stop to refuel his lawn mower. Alex watches the perspiration running down
the boy’s back and staining the top of his shorts. Alex is fully erect and playing with
himself which is what he was doing when Ryan rang the doorbell.
Alex’s shorts drop to the floor and he begins to stroke rapidly imagining this boy naked
in his arms. In a matter of a few moments, Ryan has sprayed the shutters with his hot
semen. He knows he can never have this kid, but it is fun to imagine what might be.
Alex grabs last night’s towel from the floor and cleans the semen off of himself and the
shutters.
He decides he would like some coffee. Alex pulls on his shorts and head down to the
kitchen. Alex watches the boy and decides that he is only wearing those shorts. Alex can
see the outline of the boy’s penis as the damp shorts hug his body. Alex wonders if the
boy is half hard.
As Ryan moves to the back yard he is thinking about Alex. He wonders if he can find a
way to see him naked. He is so hot and young for a doctor. As Ryan is thinking about
this his young penis becomes slightly hard. Ryan decides he better focus on mowing or
he will have a full boner in a matter of moments. He jacked off this morning when he
woke up, but he is already feeling the need to seed again. The boy is always horny.
Ryan is so busy thinking about Alex that he is not paying attention to what he is doing.
He finally notices that Alex has a lap pool in the back yard and his lawn mower has been
blowing grass clipping into the pool. Ryan is upset with himself and he hopes it does not
cost him a customer and possibly a friend.
Ryan shuts off his lawn mower and tries to decide what to do about the clipping in the
pool before they sink to the bottom.

Alex sees Ryan’s problem and walks out to the garage to get the skimmer. When Alex
gets there he realizes that the skimmer is beside the screened in porch. As he walks
around the corner he finds a distraught Ryan.
I’m so sorry…I was not paying attention…I will clean it up…
Alex holds up his hand to stop the flood of apologies from Ryan. Don’t worry about it.
It is not a big deal. Let me show you how to clean it up if it happens again.
Ryan looks relieved. He watches Alex skim the grass off the surface of the pool. As
Alex turns to skim the other end of the pool, Ryan sees a glob of what can only be sperm
on the hip pocket of Alex’s shorts. Ryan starts to bone as he thinks about Alex being
inside with his pants down jacking off while Ryan was cutting grass. Ryan is imagining
that Alex must have gotten naked and left the shorts on the floor to cum on the hip
pocket. He wonders what Alex was thinking about when he was jacking off.
As Alex turns to start skimming the grass clippings from the pool he glances at Ryan.
The bulge in the boy’s shorts can only be a full erection. Alex cannot help but think that
the 14 year old has an impressive member for a boy that young. Alex has to refocus on
his skimming to avoid having a full erection himself.
Ryan has mixed feelings about being erect in front of Alex. He knows that he needs to
get to work before he starts to leak precum. Ryan starts the lawn mower and quickly
finished the backyard while Brian finishes with the pool. Ryan goes back out front and
begins to blow the grass clippings off the driveway and sidewalk. Ryan goes to the
backyard and blows the deck and side walks off. As he is finishing, Alex is bringing him
a glass of lemonade.
Alex hands Ryan the glass and the boy sets down the blower. You did a great job, Alex
tells him. Alex hands Ryan $30.
Ryan is shocked at the amount of money. This is a fairly small yard and he was only
going to charge Alex $15. Ryan starts to protest that it is too much and tries to give the
money back.
Alex shakes his head no with a grin and tells him, Ryan consider part of it a contribution
to you camp fund.
Ryan gets a huge grin.
The perspiration is rolling off the young boy.
Alex tells Ryan he will be right back. Alex grabs a couple of towels and goes back out
on the deck. He hands Ryan a towel. Man you are hot.

Ryan’s head snaps up thinking that Alex means the other kind of hot.
It is Alex’s turn to blush. Well you are pretty cute too! He tells Ryan with a grin. As
Alex is saying this as he survey’s the boy and sees that he is covered with grass clippings.
If you want to grab a quick shower, you are welcome to jump in the pool. I have a
shower right here and he points to a small enclosure on the side of deck.
Ryan tells him that he would love to but he doesn’t have anything to wear.
Alex is telling Ryan he can just wear his underwear when he realizes from the boy’s
expression that he isn’t wearing any.
Ryan blushes and says, it is just so hot I don’t wear anything that I don’t have to. He
looks longingly at the pool.
Alex says no big deal. You don’t have to wear anything.
Ryan says cool I will go swimming if you will.
Alex says sure. Grab a shower and let’s go.
When Ryan goes into the shower, Alex drops his shorts. It is then that he sees the cum
stain on the hip pocket. He wonders if the boy has noticed. Alex quickly does a racing
dive and feels the cool water cascade over his body. Moments later when he has surfaced
and turned toward the shower, Ryan comes out holding a towel in front of him. Ryan
walks timidly to the edge of the pool and at the last possible moment he drops his towel.
Alex sees that this hot looking boy is hard as a rock. Ryan quickly dives in but not before
Alex guesses that the boy’s erection is almost 5” and he has a very cute small patch of
sandy blond pubic hair. His young body is almost completely hairless otherwise.
As Ryan surfaces, Alex grins and tells him it was a nice dive. Ryan blushes.
Don’t worry about the boner. I get them all the time too.
You do? Ryan asks him.
Yeah…and skinny dipping almost always makes me hard.
Cool, Ryan says as he feels his boner. It is really hard now. Are you hard too? Ryan
asks Alex.
Alex nods.

Ryan immediately dives under water and swims toward Alex. He swims up so that he is
at eye level with Alex’s boner and he cannot help himself. He reaches out and wraps his
hand around it and strokes all the way down it.
Before Alex can say anything Ryan surfaces and blurts out, Wow you’ve got a really cool
dick. I had to have a look. It is so big. Before Alex can say anything the boy is gently
feeling his nuts. I bet you cum a lot. I saw a glob of cum on your shorts; do you jack off
a lot too?
Alex couldn’t do anything but laugh. Yeah I do jack off a lot.
Ryan reaches underwater and cups his hand around Alex’s rigid member. I gotta see this,
Ryan tells him. It feels so cool.
Whoa dude, we really shouldn’t be doing this. I could get in a lot of trouble for doing
sexual stuff with someone your age.
Ryan looks real disappointed. I swear I will never tell anybody, Ryan tells Alex while he
continues to hold his erection. Can I please see it?
Alex hesitantly tells Ryan yes. He has never seen a kid that is this sexually aggressive.
They grab their towels and cover up as they head into the house.
When they get inside, Ryan quickly turns to Alex and expectantly watches to see what
Alex is going to do. When nothing happens, Ryan looks Alex in the eye and swears that
he will never tell anyone unless Alex says it is cool to tell them. Alex lets the towel fall
away.
Alex stands in front of the boy with his rigid erection throbbing with each beat of his
heart. He cannot remember ever being this sexually excited. On breath of air across his
erection will cause a massive eruption of semen. Alex is standing close enough to the
boy that he can’t help visualizing an eruption of semen covering the boy’s sexy body.
Wow…that is so cool, Ryan tells him. I have never seen an older guy with a boner. It is
so hot. As he is watching a big drop of precum falls to the floor from the tip of Alex’s
boner.
Alex knows that the forbidden nature of the situation makes this even more erotic. He
watches as the boy releases the towel from his waist and they are both standing there
naked. Alex’s eyes drink in ever detail of the boy’s naked body. He wants to touch, lick
and suck ever inch of Ryan’s body.
Ryan moves closer and with the tip of his index finger he touches a large drop of precum
that has formed on the tip of Alex’s erection. He pulls his finger back and looks at the

precum, he sniffs it and then after contemplating it for a moment licks it off his finger.
Ryan looks up at Alex and says you taste good.
Ryan moves to stand beside Alex. As he moves closer so that he can explore Alex’s
body with his young fingers his erection begins to brush against Alex’s leg. Ryan starts
with some more exploration of Alex’s testicles. He gently feels each one and then traces
us Alex’s erection. Alex moans at the pleasure that the boy is causing him. Ryan pauses
momentarily and glances at Alex to be sure that he has not hurt him. When he is sure it is
a pleasure reaction, Ryan grins at Alex. His fingers begin to explore the ultra sensitive
rim around Alex’s glans. Ryan gently squeezes the head of Alex’s manhood and just as
Alex is read to tell him to stop his penis erupts. Ryan strokes Alex’s cock. Semen jets
half way across the room. Alex is moaning as his orgasm continues with rope after rope
of his precious seed sprays across the room. As his orgasm subsides, the last two shots of
semen dribble down across the top of Ryan’s hand. Ryan doesn’t hesitate and licks the
hot semen from the back of his hand.
Ryan looks at Alex who is still breathing hard and says it is kind of salty…but tastes
good. Alex wraps an arm around the boy and pulls him close to his naked body. Alex
feels the young boy’s erection grinding against his leg and knows that he should let go.
Ryan begins to dry hump Alex’s leg. Alex looks down into Ryan’s eyes that are clouded
with passion. It is then that Ryan wraps his arms around Alex’s waist and his young hips
are thrusting his young member against Alex’s leg. Moments later he feels the boy’s
essence explode against his leg. He feels his leg being covered with hot semen.
That was so hot…I have never done anything like that…I love it! Ryan tells Alex.
Alex holds the boy close as he feels Ryan’s sperm running down his leg. He just keeps
rubbing the boy’s back. Ryan looks at Alex with a piercing gaze that is full of passion.
You are awesome, Ryan tells Alex. I would do anything for you…I mean anything! You
can do what ever you want to with me and I will love it.
Ryan…I can’t.
Ryan looks at Alex. He is crushed. Ryan drops his head and backs away from Alex. I
get it. You don’t like guys.
No dude, I love guys. I am bisexual. You are so hot. I would love to have sex with you,
but you are too young.
But I want you to fuck me…please! Ryan asks Alex
Ryan I am afraid I would hurt you and I think you need to wait a while before you have
sex with an older dude.
Dude you are my dream come true…I want you so bad. Ryan drops to his knees before
Alex and quickly takes his soft member in his mouth. Alex could not help himself. He

immediately became erect. Alex lifts Ryan up from his knees and his cock pops out of
the boy’s hungry mouth.
Alex hugs Ryan. Ryan I want to be your friend. I just can’t be your lover.
Dejected, Ryan turns to leave. Alex sees a tear running down the boy’s face and it breaks
his heart. Ryan goes outside and grabs his shorts out of the shower and pulls them on.
He grabs his blower and lawn mower and heads home tears streaming down his face.
When he gets home he goes to his room and throws himself naked on his bed sobbing.
Emily, his mother has just stepped out of the shower when she hears the commotion. She
grabs her robe and rushes to his room thinking that he has been injured. When she opens
the door and sees him crying on his bed naked, she rushes to him. She hugs him and
holds his naked body against her. She rubs his back until he begins to calm down. As
she strokes his hair she asks him what happened.
I can’t tell you…it is too embarrassing.
There isn’t anything that you can’t tell me. I will love you no matter what.
It is too complicated and private.
After 5 more minutes Emily convinced Ryan to tell her what happened and to just start at
the beginning.
Ryan reached the point in the story that he was naked at the edge of the pool with an
erection.
He saw you naked?
Ryan nodded. I wanted him to want me. I am gay and I want him to be my first lover.
Emily said nothing and just continued to stroke his hair. After a few moments, Emily
asked Ryan, what if he isn’t gay?
I saw how he looks at me…he wants me…I know it.
What happened she asks?
Ryan describes what happens in the pool and how they went into the house. He tells her
the details of each of their orgasms. Emily looks down and sees that Ryan has a raging
erection. Ryan then tells her of his offer to Alex and how he begs Alex to fuck him. He
tearfully tells her that Alex is afraid that he will hurt him and is sure that he is too young.
Emily’s heart aches for her son. How big is Alex’s erection? She asks Ryan.

It is about 7” and pretty thick.
Emily thinks about the two dildos in her night stand. Do you want to find out how it
feels? She asks her son.
Ryan nods yes and wipes away his tears.
She takes Ryan by the hand and leads him to her bedroom. Emily tells Ryan to get up on
the bed on his hands and knees. She lays out the two dildos. The smaller one is a smooth
vibrator that is about 5”. She puts lube on the vibrator and then begins to apply it to her
son. Emily coats his rosebud and then begins to insert a finger. After a few minutes she
pulls the finger out and recoats her fingers with lube. She then inserts two fingers. Ryan
moans as she stretches him.
After a few minutes, Emily removes her fingers and begins to insert the smaller dildo.
Ryan moans a bit. As she turns on the vibrator, Ryan says…oh yeah…that feels so good.
Emily begins to fuck her son with the vibrator. She watches his erection begin to leak
precum.
Emily begins to pick up speed. Ryan is continuously until she hears him say…oh shit.
She watches as her son spontaneously ejaculates his seed all over her bed. She gently
removes the dildo and he moans at it’s loss.
God mom…that was soooooo good!
Emily kisses his cheek and quickly mops up his seed with the corner of her bathrobe.
She lays down beside him and he snuggles with her and throws his leg over hers so that
his now soft member is resting against her robe covered leg. She whispers in his
ear…you are so sexy. He hugs her and kisses her on the cheek. In the warmth of being
in each other’s arms and the after glow of sex, Ryan drifts off to sleep in his mother’s
arms.
Emily lays there holding her beautiful wounded boy wondering how she can help him.
After about 40 minutes she feels Ryan’s member begin to expand. She cannot believe
that this beautiful youngster is ready for sex again so soon. Soon he is grinding his
member against her leg. She hears him begging Alex to fuck him in his sleep. Ryan stirs
shortly after that. He is still very hard. Ryan has moved around enough in his sleep that
the robe has slipped out from between them. His hard penis is rubbing against his
mother’s leg.
Ryan is startled to awaken and find himself naked in his mother’s arms. \
Emily stokes her son’s back and the nape of his neck. Soon Ryan is moaning. He
whispers in his mom’s ear.

Mom will you fuck me with the big one. I have to know if I can take 7”. She tells him
to stay still as she pours lube over the 7” dildo. This one is thick and shaped exactly like
a huge erect member. Since his ass has been well lubed, Emily pulls Ryan over and
spreads his legs enough so that she has full access to his rosebud. She tells him to hold
her and she begins to penetrate his virginity with this huge member.
Ryan cries out as the huge tip penetrates his sphincter. Emily keeps pressure on until the
entire cock head is engulfed in Ryan’s sacred chamber. Ryan is panting and moaning.
Emily begins to apply pressure to the man cock and Ryan thrusts forward to keep the
invasion to a minimum. That thrust is enough to burry the tip of his cock in his mother’s
vagina. Ryan is panting trying to adjust to being stretched. He feels the warmth on the
tip of his penis and he knows that he has penetrated his mother. At that moment she give
the dildo a shove and another 2” disappears inside her son. That causes him to thrust
again and he is now fully inside his mother. Once he catches his breath, he asks her if
she misses having sex with his father.
I do she tells him. Your father has a lot of issues but he is a great lover. Just like you are
going to be as she shoves the dildo to the hilt.
Baby all you need is a good fucking and I am going to give it to you both ways. With
that she begins to piston the dildo in and out of him. Each time she thrust it she pounded
his young prostate. Ryan was groaning and moaning in pleasure. Each thrust from his
mother caused him to pound her clit with his pelvis. After only a few minutes, Emily is
overcome with wave after wave of a powerful orgasm. Her orgasm causes her vagina to
contract on her son’s tender penis. Soon he cries out as his potent young seed races for
her womb. As much as Ryan knows that he should pull his semen pulsing penis out of
his mother’s vagina, he cannot do it. He must seed her. He pounds her again and again
filling her with his potent teen age seed.
Both Ryan and Emily are gasping for breath after mind blowing orgasms. Ryan is still
rock hard and he is still filled with the 7” dildo.
Mama should I pull out now?
No baby…what is done is done. Just relax and enjoy the feeling. After a while Emily
removes the dildo from her beautiful son’s ass.
How do you feel?
Empty, he tells her.
Do you have any pain? She asks Ryan.
No I don’t.

Then I think you are ready for a man cock. Now we just need to think about how to
make that happen.
Go invite Alex to dinner.
Alex arrives with a bottle of wine at 7 pm. Emily answers the door and Alex decides that
this 5’4” blond beauty is gorgeous. Emily graciously welcomes Alex and pours a glass
of wine for him.
Emily studies Alex and decides that he is just as good looking as Ryan told her. Emily
smiles as she thinks that she has not seen as many of Alex’s charms as Ryan has.
Ryan is just out of the shower. He is wearing the new outfit from Abercrombie that they
went shopping for this afternoon. He is wearing navy twill cargo shorts, a red polo shirt
and leather flip flops. He looks good enough to eat. With his shaggy blond hair and
piercing blue eyes, the boy is a knock out. Alex cannot take his eyes off Ryan.
She tells everybody to have a seat in the dining room and she brings in the lasagna and
salad. Alex pours her some wine and some for himself. They have a nice conversation
about their respective medical specialties. Alex is waiting to see what is coming. He is
rock hard looking at Ryan. The kid is beautiful. God he would love to suck him dry
right now and right in front of his mother.
As the dinner ended and the last of the wine is poured, Emily excuses herself for a
moment. When she returns, Emily has an Abercrombie shopping bag. She sits down and
looks at Alex. His blond hair and green eyes are spectacular.
Alex, I want to thank you for looking out for Ryan this morning. There are not many
guys that would have behaved like that. It was a very honorable thing to do.
Alex blushes thinking that she knows the whole story including the mutual orgasms. He
looks down and says thank you.
I understand that you are concerned that penetrating him might hurt him.
Alex really started blushing and said yes.
Normally I would completely agree with you, but Alex he has his heart set on you taking
his cherry. I too shared your concern about penetration by your large penis hurting him.
Emily reaches in the sack and pulls out the dildo. She lays the 7” member on the table.
He took this earlier this afternoon…all of it. If he can take this and she holds up the
dildo, I believe that he can take you.
Alex, in spite of his embarrassment, is rock hard and leaking like crazy. Alex I would
like for you to make this beautiful boy a man this evening. I want you to make love to
him.

You want me to make love to Ryan…right here and right now.
Yes please.
Ryan stands up like he and his mother planned and he strips the polo shirt over his head.
He steps out of the leather flip flops and walks over to Alex. Alex is staring speechless at
the half naked boy in front of him. Ryan releases the button on his shorts and the zipper
and they fall to the floor and reveal his nakedness.
Ryan doesn’t say a word as he pulls Alex’s shirt off. Ryan bends and kisses Alex on the
cheek.
Alex takes Ryan’s face in his hands and gives him a proper kiss on the lips. In moments
the boy is instinctively trading tongue with Alex. Alex stands and takes the naked 14
year old boy in his arms. His hands roam all over the boy’s body as he kisses him
passionately. Alex is surprised when Ryan unbuttons and unzips him and then both Alex
and Ryan are naked. Ryan kneels before Alex and begins to worship his manhood. He
cannot take it very deep but he is giving it an awesome tongue bath. Alex lifts Ryan up
and drops to his knees before Ryan. He licks and sucks the beautiful boy until he feels
the boy’s member begin to swell and he is rewarded with rope after rope of delicious boy
cum. He continues to suck the boy until he is too sensitive.
Alex kisses the boy and gives him the chance to taste his own seed. He kisses Ryan
gently on the cheek and tells him to bend over and hold on to the arm of the chair. Alex
picks up the lube that is on the table and carefully lubricates himself. He then applies a
generous amount of lube to the boy’s ass.
Alex tells Ryan, Baby I want you so bad…I have been rock hard all day thinking about
what I missed. I want you to have me. With that Alex penetrates Ryan’s delicate
rosebud. Alex cannot stop himself…he continues to thrust into the boy’s sacred tunnel
until he is buried to the hilt. Ryan is moaning and panting. Alex waits for a moment
until the boy stretches to accommodate his length and girth. Alex begins to slowly piston
his man cock in and out of the boy. He is so tight that Alex knows that he will not be
able to last long.
Ryan quickly adjusts and loves the feeling of being fucked by Alex. Fuck me
Alex…Fuck me hard, Ryan begs him.
The room is filled with the sound of slapping flesh and in a few moments Alex cries out
as he passes the point of no return. He fills Ryan with jet after jet of his seed pounding
the boy’s prostate. Even though Ryan had cum a few minutes earlier, the pounding of his
prostate pushes him over the edge too and he sprays the living room chair with his man
seed.

Then they hear Emily cry out and look over at her. She is naked on the couch pleasuring
herself with the 7” dildo.
Want more of this story???
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